In a two-person Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS) game, if we set a loss worth nothing and a tie worth 1, and the payoff of winning (the incentive a) as a variable, this game is called as generalized RPS game. The generalized RPS game is a representative mathematical model to illustrate the game dynamics, appearing widely in textbook. However, how actual motions in these games depend on the incentive has never been report quantitatively. Using the data from 7 games with different incentives, including 84 groups of 6 subjects playing the game in 300-round, with random-pair tournaments and local information recorded, we find that, both on social and individual level, the actual motions are changing continuously with the incentive. More expressively, some representative findings are, (1) in social collective strategy transit views, the forward transition vector field is more and more centripetal as the stability of the system increasing; (2) In the individual behavior of strategy transit view, there exists a phase transformation as the stability of the systems increasing, and the phase transformation point being near the standard RPS; (3) Conditional response behaviors are structurally changing accompanied by the controlled incentive. As a whole, the best response behavior increases and the win-stay lose-shift (WSLS) behavior declines with the incentive. Further, the outcome of win, tie, and lose influence the best response behavior and WSLS behavior. Both as the best response behavior, the win-stay behavior declines with the incentive while the lose-left-shift behavior increase with the incentive. And both as the WSLS behavior, the lose-left-shift behavior increase with the incentive, but the lose-right-shift behaviors declines with the incentive. We hope to learn which one in tens of learning models can interpret the empirical observation above.
Introduction
Recently, collective cycle phenomenon has been found in Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS) games no matter it is unstable, neutral or stable [1] . According to the classical game theory [2] , the players who have the complete rationality will choose each strategy in the probability of a third choice. If it is the truth, the outcome of a play in long run will satisfy the detailed balance condition, i.e., each elementary process should be equilibrated by its reverse process [3] [4] [5] . The existence of cyclic motion seems to indicate that the human behaviour deviates systematically fully rational behaviour and has a hidden pattern in it. Wang et al [1] further confirmed the relationship between macro cycle phenomena and micro behaviour pattern by a phenomenological model. The result shows that the frequency of cycle of each population can be explained quite well by the average individuals' conditional response behaviors in that population, no matter the RPS game is unstable, neutral or stable.
A straightforward question addressed here is, what is the difference between different RPS games? The evolutionary game theory, for example, the replicator dynamics [6] , not only predicts the cyclicly collective evolution in the state space, but also predicts the difference among different RPS games. The generalized Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS) game is the prototypic model to study the stability of a game process [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . From the evolutionary game theory point of view, it is a single-population symmetric game. If the payoff for losing is 0 and tie is 1, then the payoff for win can be denoted by a. According to the replicator dynamics [6] , the stability is dependant on the incentive a despite of the common unique mixed-strategy Nash Equilibrium (NE) ( [10, 12] . A RPS game will be unstable if a < 2, neutral if a = 2 or stable if a > 2. Persistent cycling motions are predicted to occur in unstable and neutral games, but will not in stable games [8] , where the mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium is equivalent to a stable fixed point [10, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . On the other hand, stability is one of the central concepts in game theory [2, 7, 19] , which has wide application in economics and also in biology [20] [21] [22] [23] . Both evolutionary dynamics and experimental economics methods have been employed to quantitatively describe the stability of a game process [8, 13, [24] [25] [26] [27] .
However, how actual motions in these games depend on the incentive of winning a has never been report quantitatively. In the present investigation, we aim at answering this question. We manipulate the incentive parameter a from 1, 1.1, 2, 4, 9, 100, to ∞ to yield, in the sense of the replicator dynamics, unstable, neutral, stable and extremely stable RPS game, respectively to study how the actual motions change with the incentive a.
Experiment
The experiment is almost the same with the experiment in Ref. [1] , except two special Rock Paper Scissors games which are very important for the analyzing of difference among different types of RPS games. Specifically, the payoff matrices employed in this investigate are as Fig. 1 . The first one and the last one are the two special RPS games added here, and the remain five payoff matrices are the same with those of in Ref. [1] . And the experimental setting is same. So for more details of experimental setting, see Ref. [1] . As an incentive, the students subjects were paid in local currency (RMB) in proportion to the number points of their victories. The mean earnings a subject got is about 50 yuan RMB, including 5 RMB show-up fee. A total of 504 undergraduate and graduate students from different disciplines at Zhejiang University were recruited in the experiment with each student participate into the experiment only once. Figure 1 . Experimental design. First row, the seven payoff matrices employed in the experiment. Second row, the replicator dynamics pattern corresponding to each payoff matrix.
All payoff matrices used here have a common property that they all have mixed strategy Nash equilibrium (MSNE) ( ), though the first one has extra three pure Nash equilibria, (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), and (1, 0, 0). The payoff of winning is equal to the payoff of drawing in this special RPS game. We use this special game as the extremely unstable case. On contrary, the payoff matrices in the right side is extremely stable, where the payoff of tie is set to be 0 and the payoff of winning is set to be 1. This means the relative payoff of winning comparing with tie is ∞, while the tie can be 1, for convenience, we call the last one as a = ∞. From the evolutionary dynamics of view, for example, the replicator dynamics [6] , the RPS game is unstable if a < 2, neutral if a = 2, and stable if a > 2, see Fig. 1 , second row.
Results

Spire social jump out pattern
First of all, let's have a overview on the three type of the laboratory Rock Paper Scissors games.
From the perspective of overview, the outcome of a game can be described as population's state which is the combination of strategies all the players used, and a social state is a coarse-grained description of the population's state [9] . In one population RPS game, the state can be represented by (r, p, s), where r (p, s) is the proportion of strategy R(P, S) in the population, and r + p + s = 1. The total number of different social states for a population of size N is
. In the studied case of N = 6 this number is 28, and all of them fall into the state space, RP S, see Figure 2 . The Nash equilibrium point is identical to the social state ( In the repeated RPS game, the individuals may change their strategies, meanwhile the population mix may jump from one social state to another. The social state at round t is denoted as x t := (r t , p t , s t ); and in the next round is denoted as x t+1 :=(r t+1 , p t+1 , s t+1 ). During an experimental session of 300 rounds, a state might be passed many times. For a given state x, there is a jump out vector which is called as a social forward transition vector indicating the transition from x t to x t+1 [28] , the average terminal state isx t+1 , and the average jump out vector isT x . We calculated all of the jump out vectors of each state x for each game, and graph them in Figure 2 and Figure 14 (see appendix).
Obviously, as a whole, the jump out vector form a counter-clockwise spire pattern in all of the three types of RPS games. In addition, these patterns look different among different games. The average terminal states at unstable RPS game is far way from the Mixed Strategy Nash Equilibrium (MSNE) while the average terminal states at stable RPS game is near the MSNE, and the neutral RPS game is in the middle. 
Ascending social nearness centrality
We use the distance from centre to each terminal state of average jump out vector to quantitatively compare the nearness centrality over different parameter a. First, similar to Ref. [8, 27] , for a given terminal state (x t+1 ), we define the distance refer to Nash equilibrium (
The interval of Dis x , from the center of state space ( 3 ]. For convenience, we introduce a single Global Distance Index (GDI):
where p x is the proportion of frequency of jump out vector of the state x. And now we introduce nearness centrality index (NCI) as a single index to describe the nearness centrality. Table 1 exhibits the results of closeness centrality of each parameter, and Fig. 3 provides a graph. The nearness centrality tends to increasing with the increasing of incentive parameter a. (Spearman's rho = 0.7600, Prob > |t| =0.0000, n=84) (Spearman's rho = 1.0000, Prob > |t| =0.0000, n=7) As if the population in larger incentive a get larger centripetal force. In addition, the nearness centrality is related to the instability. Comparing with neutral RPS game, the nearness centrality in unstable RPS game is significant smaller (Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (MannWhitney) test, n 1 =n 2 =12, Ho: N CI a=1 = N CI a=2 , z=-4.157, p=0.0000, Ho: N CI a=1.1 = N CI a=2 , z =-3.695, p=0.0002). On contrary, comparing with neutral RPS game, the nearness centrality in the stable RPS game is larger, but only the deeply stable RPS games are significantly larger. (Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test, n 1 =n 2 =12, Ho: N CI a=4 = N CI a=2 , z=0.520, p=0.6033, Ho: N CI a=9 = N CI a=2 , z=1.328, p=0.6033, Ho: N CI a=100 = N CI a=2 , z=2.598, p=0.0094, Ho: N CI a=100 = N CI a=2 , z=2.309, p=0.0209).
Enhanced individual activity
After a round of game, a player can remain her/his the current strategy, called as "stay", or change to another strategy. The ratio of change is high the activity is high. So we use the ratio of change as the Figure 3 . Nearness centrality from unstable to deeply stable RPS game. The numerics at the horizontal axis is the winning payoff a, the numerics at the vertical axis is the number of NCI. indicator of activity. Table 2 (column 5 th ) exhibits the average proportion stay as well as the shift with the direction of R → S → P (T RSP ) (column 7 th ) and the shift with the direction of R → P → S (T RP S ) (column 7 th ) and Figure 4 illustrates them. In all of the treatments, the most frequently used strategy is "stay" strategy, and "stay" ratio is significant larger than RSP shift ratio except treatment a = 9, and is significant larger than RPS shift in all treatments, see Table 2 (column 9 th , 11 th ). More important, the individuals are more likely to change their strategies when a goes up, the proportion of "stay" tends to decline as a goes up (see Fig. 4 ) (Spearman's rho = -0.422, obs =504, p = 0.000). The activity is enhanced as a goes up. This tendency seems to be a suitable explain to that result of nearness centrality (see Fig. 3 ), i.e., the more active the individual is the more near center the population jumps towards to. Using group level centrality as dependent variable and group level shift ratio as independent variable, linear regression result shows these two variables are correlative (Coef.= 18.410, p = 0.000, two-tailed, s.e.=1.416, obs=84, R 2 = 0.674).
Phase change of individual shift direction
Since the social spire pattern is in the direction of counter-clockwise, i.e., R → P → S direction. So we are especially interested in the net "RPS" shift, which is amount number of "RPS" shift after deducting the "RSP" shift. Let n RP S be the number of 'RPS" shift, n RSP be the 'RSP" shift, and n stay be the From left to right, a = 1, 1.1, 2, 4, 9, 100, ∞, respectively. For each subgraph, the left stick is the proportion of "RSP" shift, T RSP , the right stick is the proportion of "RPS" shift, T RP S , and the middle is the proportion of "stay". (The err bar represents the 95% confidence interval, obs=72.) number of "stay". Then the net RPS shift proportion denoted as "nT RP S " is equal to n RP S −n RSP n RP S +n RSP +nstay . Fig. 5 illustrates the proportion of net "RPS" shift. It's amazing that the net RPS shift behavior declines as a goes up (Spearman's rho =-0.2959, P rob > |t| = 0.0000, obs=504) (Spearman's rho = −0.5133, P rob > |t| = 0.0000, obs=84). The proportion of net RPS shift changes from positive (z a=1 = 3.595, p = 0.0001, z a=1.1 = 1.939, p = 0.0525, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, two-tailed, n=72) to negative (z a=4 = −1.827, p = 0.0667, z a=9 = −1.695, p = 0.0901, z a=100 = −2.949, p = 0.0032, z a=∞ = −4.226, p = 0.0000, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, two-tailed, n=72). The transformation point is corresponding to neutral RPS game (z a=2 = −1.501, p = 0.1333, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, two-tailed, n=72).
Intuitively, someone may expect that the individuals in unstable RPS game are more likely to move counter-clockwise, "RPS" shift, and in stable RPS game are more likely to move clockwise, namely, "RSP" shift, and this will induce population "RPS" spire in the unstable game and "RSP" spire in the stable game. However, as we have shown in above, the population jump out vectors in all of the games form counter-clockwise spire patterns.
Therefore, we haven't explained why jump out patterns in all of the games are counter-clockwise. Besides, why people are more likely to move counter-clockwise in unstable game and move clockwise in stable game?
Conditional response behaviors
As Ref. [1] , we are also interested in the conditional response behaviors. However, here we are especially interested in the change of conditional response behavior with winning payoff a.
Lose condition First, we report the outcome in the condition of lose. Fig. 6 illustrate the three individual shift when people lose. We find that, when people lose, they tend to increase L − behavior with the winning payoff a (Spearman's rho=0.355, Prob > |t| = 0.000), while decrease L 0 (Spearman's rho=-0.115, Prob > |t| = 0.010)) and L + (Spearman's rho=-0.225, Prob > |t| = 0.000) behaviors with winning payoff a. Figure 6 . Lose Condition. For each group of three, the first stick isL − , the second is L 0 , and the third is L + .
Tie condition
Second, we report the outcome in the condition of tie. Fig. 7 illustrate the three individual shift when people tie. We find that, when people tie, they tend to decrease T 0 behavior with the winning payoff a (Spearman's rho=-0.531 Prob > |t| = 0.000), while increase T − (Spearman's rho=0.507, Prob > |t| = 0.000)) and T + (Spearman's rho=0.432, Prob > |t| = 0.000) behaviors with winning payoff a.
Win condition Third, we report the outcome in the condition of win. Fig. 8 illustrate the three individual shift when people win. We find that, when people win, they tend to decrease W 0 behavior with the winning payoff a (Spearman's rho=-0.292 Prob > |t| = 0.000), while increase W − (Spearman's rho=0.213, Prob > |t| = 0.000)) and W + (Spearman's rho=0.297, Prob > |t| = 0.000) behaviors with winning payoff a. Figure 7 . Tie Condition. For each of the group of three, the first stick is T − , the second is T 0 , and the third is T + . 3 An explanation 3.1 Different payoffs corresponding to probability of win of state
In the studied case, there 28 social states in state space. Since the proportions of three strategies are different, the probabilities of win, tie or lose are different. And therefore, as parameter a changes, the payoff in different state will change.
Given a state x (r,p,s) , the probabilities of winning, tie and losing are:
where k w = j is the dominant strategy against j, n(k w ) is the number of this strategy in the state, k t = j is the same strategy as j, and n(k t ) is the number of this strategy in the state, k l = j is the dominated strategy against j, n(k l ) is the number of this strategy in the state, p(j) is the proportion of strategy j, and N is the total number of people in a population. And the three probabilities satisfy:
For a given state, one win always means the other lose. So, we have, Figure 9 illustrate the probabilities of win or lose (Figure 9 , left) and tie ( Figure 9 , right) at each state by Eq. 4. The probability for wining or losing in the center is larger than that of in the periphery, on contrary, the probability of tie in the center is smaller than in the periphery of the state space. The lowest probability of tie is 0.2 which appears at the center point ( , 0, from large to small successively. Theoretically, if a=2, the game is a constant sum game in which each two person get the constant sum of payoffs 2 no matter tie or win-loss. Therefore, every state yields same sum of payoffs in neutral RPS game. On contrary, the sum is nonconstant in both unstable RPS game and stable RPS games. The sum of payoffs is 2 for both tying and the sum of payoffs for one win and one loss is a. Therefore, the average payoff of one win and one lose is larger than the payoff of one tie if a > 2, the average payoff of one win and one lose is smaller than the payoff of one tie if a < 2, and the average payoff of one win one lose is equal to the payoff of one tie if a = 2. So, the total payoffs of a state depends on the probabilities of win/lose and tie. If a state has more opportunity to tie, the state will yield larger sum of payoffs in unstable game, and on contrary, the state in stable game will yield smaller sum of payoffs. In unstable RPS game, the states near the margin yield larger sum of payoffs, on contrary, in stable RPS game, the states near the center yield larger sum of payoffs. The larger the winning payoff is, the higher the relative payoff in the center is.
Decentralized individual responses and collective phenomenon
So far, we seem to explain why the population more likely to run towards the center when a goes up. This is because that the payoffs in the center of the state space are relative higher in stable RPS games. However, how can a population know what state they arrived and then decide to jump out to a state together? Actually, every player in the experiment only gets the information about her/his and her/his opponent's strategies, nobody know what social state the population arrived. Further, every round, the pairs of players are randomly generated, and no information about the opponent's historical choice would be provided. It is impossible to command the population stay or shift. The spire jump out pattern come out to be the result of "invisible hand". Figure 9 . Proportion of win, tie and lose in the studied case, population of six. Left, proportion of win or lose for each state, right, proportion of tie for each state.
S R P
After one round of play, an individual will face three possible outcomes, i.e., win (W), tie (T) and lose (L), and has three choices stay (0), turn to the dominated strategy beaten by the current strategy, we call left-shift (−), or turn to the dominate strategy beating the current strategy, we call it right-shift (+). Therefore, there are total 9 conditional probabilities,
Suppose the conditional probabilities are constant and common among a population under a parameter. Then we apply these empirical conditional probabilities to every social state to get the theoretical jump out vector.
Given a state (r, p, s), the average next round state (r 2 , p 2 , s 2 ) is
experiments, we calculate the theoretical jump out vector for each state in each game according to Eq. 7 and graph them in Figure 10 and Figure 14 , see Appendix.
Figure 10 looks very like Figure 2 , the real results from real experimental data. This indicator that the collective spire jump out pattern can be explained by the decentralized individuals' conditional response behaviors. That means, without centralized command, only given the local limit information about the previous both parties' strategies, the aggregated individuals' behaviors form a clear collective pattern. As mentioned above, there are total 9 conditional probabilities,
The elemental driving force of revolve
. Among them, three kind of individual behaviors contribution nothing to move, i.e., L 0 , T 0 , W 0 . The remain six individual behaviors move either counter-clockwise or clockwise. So we decompose behaviors into six elements, L − , L + , T − , T + , W − , W + to analyze the driving force of revolve. Fig. 11 graph the six type of evolve patterns according to Eq. 7, given six combinational conditions (CC).
• CC 1 :
The outcomes show that half of six motions cause counter-clockwise revolve, i.e., lose-left-shift, L − , lose-right-shift, L + , and tie-right-shift, T + . On contrary, the remanent three motions cause clockwise revolve, i.e., tie-left-shift, T − , win-left-shift, W − , and win-right-shift, W + . We notice that the lose-shift behaviors cause counter-clockwise collective revolve, no matter the individual shift direction is counterclockwise or clockwise. On contrary, the win-shift behaviors cause clockwise collective revolve, no matter the individual shift direction is counter-clockwise or clockwise. And if people tie, the individual behavior cause same direction collective revolve, i.e., if people tie-right-shift, then the population revolve in the direction of counter-clockwise, and if people tie-left-shift, then the population revolve in the direction of clockwise.
Discussion
Best response behavior
There are many kind of behaviors, among them, there are two famous kinds of behaviors. One is the best response (BR) behaviors [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] and the other is win-stay lose-shift (WSLS) behavior [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . First, we discuss the best response behaviors in different RPS games. 
In the studied case of RPS game here, there are three kind of best response behaviors, i.e., L − , T + , and W 0 . If people use pure best response strategy, then L − = T + = W 0 = 1, and the others all equal 0. Fig. 12 left graphically represents the collective outcome of the individual pure best response behavior. It's clear that all jump out vectors form counter-clockwise revolve. So we can understand that the counter-clockwise population jump out vectors can be formed if people use best response strategy. On the other side, the pure best response behavior hasn't provided the information about the relationship between behavior and different winning payoff a. So we turn back to the experimental data to investigate how best response behavior change with winning payoff a changing. Fig. 12 (right) illustrates the three best response behaviors' changing along the increasing of winning payoff a. As the winning payoff a goes up, one of the best response behavior decline, i.e., win-stay (Spearman's rho =-0.2917, Prob > |t| = 0.0000, obs=504), while the two other best response behavior ascend (for lose-left-shift, Spearman's rho = 0.3547, Prob > |t| = 0.0000, for tie-right-shift, Spearman's rho =0.4317, Prob > |t| = 0.0000, obs=504). As a whole, the best response behavior increasing as a goes up (Spearman's rho =0.1010, Prob > |t| = 0.0233, obs=504). This result indicate that different outcome of play, i.e., win or lose or tie, may influence people's choice in different directions.
Win-stay lose-shift behavior
In the studied case of RPS game here, there are three kind of WSLS behaviors, i.e., L − , L + , and W 0 . If people use pure WSLS strategy, then L − + L + = W 0 = 1, and the others all equal 0. Fig. 13 left graphically represents the collective outcome of the individual pure WSLS behavior. It's clear that all jump out vectors form counter-clockwise revolve. So we can understand that the counter-clockwise population jump out vectors also can be formed if people use WSLS strategy. Fig. 13 right graph the empirical three kind of win-stay lose-shift behaviors, i.e., L − , L + , and W 0 . The win-stay behavior is decline when a goes up (Spearman's rho =-0.2917, Prob > |t| =0.0000, obs=504). The lose-left-shift behavior is increasing as a goes up (Spearman's rho =0.3547, Prob > |t| =0.0000, obs=504). But the lose-right-shift behaviors decline as a goes up(Spearman's rho =-0.2249, Prob > |t| =0.0000, obs=504). As a whole, the WSLS behavior decline as a goes up (Spearman's rho =-0.2183, rob > |t| =0.0000, obs=504). 
Final remark
The generalized RPS game is a representative model to show the dynamical strategy behavior appearing wildly in textbook of evolutionary game theory [7] and behavior economics [49] . In this paper, firstly and systematically, we provide the empirical evidences on how actual motions in these generalized RPS games depending on the controlled incentive a (the winning payoff), both in individual and social levels. We hope that, these results can be a helpful message to promote the understanding our human social behaviors. Figure 14 . Experimental setting, theoretical prediction and experimental result. The 1st column is the payoff matrix designed. The 2nd column comes from replicate dynamics, the 3rd column comes from logit dynamics, the 4th column comes from best response dynamics with continuous approximation in evolutionary game theory. The 5th column is the empirical results of the forward transition vector field. The 6th column is the forward transition vector field reconstruct by the equation 7 with the individual empirical WLT parameter shown in Fig. 6 7 8 . In the case of payoff parameter (incentive) a > 2, a = 2 and a < 2, according to the continuous replicator dynamics [9] , the real part of the eigenvalue surrounding NE is negative, zero and positive, respectively, then the systems being expected to converge to, null and diverge from NE.
